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Learning Outcomes
In this workshop students will:
–– Engage in an activity to review concepts learned
in the program
–– Advocate for body confidence

National Health Education Standards alignment:
–– Students will comprehend concepts related to health
promotion and disease prevention
–– Students will demonstrate the ability to use goal-setting
skills to enhance health

End-of-workshop assessment
–– Students will participate in an activity that gauges
their knowledge gain and assesses their performance
advocating for body confidence
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Resources
WORKSHOP MATERIALS
Workshop Guide

Workshop
Presentation

2 Worksheets
(one set per student)

Extension Activity:
3 Videos

1
Find someone who...

me

me

confident

confident

Can list two ways
people’s images are
changed in media
to create unrealistic
appearance ideals.

Complimented
someone without
mentioning
appearance.

Can explain what
appearance
ideals are.

Can name one
way to challenge
appearance ideals.

Can name an internal
influence that helps
overcome unhealthy
appearance ideals.

Has a special talent.

Can list three
common appearance
ideals promoted in
the media.

Can explain
the whirlpool
of comparisons
concept.

Wants to spend less
money on trying to
achieve appearance
ideals.

Can tell one
way to confront
comparisons.
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Select ONE of the following final projects to complete around body confidence
Confident Me / 5 Be the Change / Worksheet
2
that demonstrates your knowledge and skill development about analyzing
influences, interpersonal communication and advocacy.

2

Find a commercial or advertisement in a magazine, on television or on social
Policy media that focuses on appearance. Write a letter to the magazine, advertiser or
company. Explain how its advertisement impacts you and your friends to have
Review your
school’s
policies in ideals.
the student handbook around body confidence,
unrealistic
appearance
body image, bullying and harassment. See if there is any language that includes

Rap, Song or Poem

creating •a You
safewill
learning
environment
forthe
allAnalyzing
students and
staff that
bodyRubrics.
be scored
based on
Influences
andavoids
Advocacy
talk and addresses the concepts you’ve learned in this program. Highlight any
You are a
well-known
rapper, performer, poet or singer who has been asked to
sections
that do.
Powtoon
promote the importance of positive self-image and the harmful effects of body
talk to middle
school
students.
ateacher
rap, song
orispoem
that your
includes
thebethe
Write at
leastare
eight
ideasCreate
that suggest
additional
language
thatstudents
could
included
You
a middle
school
who
teaching
importance
following
or policy
skills:
inconcepts
your school
related toand
topics
as: effects of body talk. Create a one-minute
of positive
self-image
the such
harmful
Powtoon that includes the following concepts or skills:

How to create a
Powtoon:
https://powtoon.com/
blog/11-ways-to-usepowtoon-in-your-classroom

• Defines the following terms: body confidence, SMART goal, professional media,
• Defines the following terms: body confidence, SMART
goal, professional media,
1
5

Weight

to teach in
personal and social media, appearance ideals, appearance pressuresTopics
and
personal and social media, appearance ideals, appearance pressures and
manipulation of media.
different classes
manipulation of media.
2

Comparing body types

• Includes three suggestions on how middle school students can take action to
• Includes three suggestions for how middle school
6 students can take action to

WORKSHOP 5

How to support students
3 Workshop group agreement
who may have low body
Exhibits strong awareness of the target audience (background, perspective,
• Exhibits strong awareness of the target audience (background, perspective,
examples
(where they can
interests) with
word choices, tone, examples, etc., that are well suitedconfidence
for middle
interests) with word choices, tone, examples, etc., that are well suited for middle
school students.
go to get support)
school students.
4 Student terms and descriptions
Your Powtoon
willavoided
be scored using
following performance checklist:
be
byyourthe
Pleasethat
videoshould
record yourself
performing
rap, song or poem.
Your product
will be scored using the following performance checklist:
teachers
lessen the impact of the negative influences.
lessen the impact of negative influences.

Be the Change
Workshop Guide for Teachers

2

End-of-program
performance assessment

End-of-program
performance assessment
End-of-program
performance assessment
Name:

Letter

Move around the room and have your classmates write his or her name in a box
if he or she is able to answer the statement or question. You are allowed to sign
your own paper twice and have another person sign your paper in two squares,
but no more.

School Workshops
for Body Confidence

School Workshops
for Body Confidence
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Name:

Name:

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change / Worksheet

Name:

Has an interesting
hobby.

Has taken action to
help stop someone
from making an
appearance-based
comparison.

Can name three
qualities in others
they think are more
important than
appearance.

Can give two
negative
consequences of
trying to match
appearance ideals.

Has done something
they are proud of.

Can explain
a negative
consequence of
making appearancebased comparisons.

Can list three
external influences
on appearance ideals.

Can name three
qualities that make
him or her unique.

Can name the five
parts to a SMART
goal.

Has seen an example
of unrealistic
appearance ideals
on social media.

Has met his or her
goal to reduce or
eliminate body talk.

Can name two things
the person holding
this paper is good at.

Can name two places
where appearance
ideals come from.

Can give examples
for both a positive
and negative internal
influence on body
image.

Spends less time
than before trying to
achieve appearance
ideals.

FIVE SESSION

WORKSHOP 5
Be the Change
FIVE SESSION

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change

Criteria

Criteria

Yes/No

Yes/No
I defined each of the following terms: body confidence, SMART
goal,
professional media, personal and social media, appearance ideals,

You will be scored using the following performance checklist:

1

Worksheet 1
Find someone who

FROM YOUR SCHOOL

•

pressures
and manipulation
of goal,
media.
I defined each of theappearance
following terms:
body confidence,
SMART
professional media, personal and social media, appearance ideals,
appearance pressures
and manipulation of media.
Criteria I included at least three suggestions on how middle school students canYes/No
take action to lessen the impact of negative influences.
I included at least three suggestions on how middle school students can
I have
highlighted
all the
within
our student policy handbook that
take action
to lessen
the impact
of areas
negative
influences.
I have exhibited
strong
awareness
of the
audience
(background,
include language
that promotes
body
confidence
or target
minimizes
negative
interests)
with
word choices, tone, examples, etc., that are well
influences.perspective,
If there are none,
share
that.
I have exhibited strong
awareness
of the
target
audience (background,
suited
for middle
school
students.
perspective, interests) with word choices, tone, examples, etc., that are well
have listed
at students.
least eight suggestions for language that could be included
suited for Imiddle
school
in our student policy handbook. These suggestions promote positive
body confidence and minimize negative influences, body talk and low
self-esteem.

Worksheet 2
End-of-workshop
performance assessment
Note: There are three pages.

Navigation Icons

“Dove: Being the Change”
These short videos showcase the stories of
Body Confidence Champions – young people
from around the world who have taken action to
improve the self-esteem of others. By exploring
the different motivations and campaigns of these
champions, students may be inspired to use their
skills and qualities to share what they learned from
these workshops with others and advocate for
body confidence in their own communities.

1
PLAY

Projector and whiteboard
Students will each need a pen

These icons are used
throughout the lesson to
help signal when to introduce
planned activities.

Worksheet

Video

Group
Discussion

Flip chart and markers
Spare paper
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Overview of
Workshop Modules

Total Time: 45 Minutes

Page

Page

Page

06

10

12

Revisiting Body
Confidence
10 Minutes

Body Confidence
Champions
25 Minutes

Closure and
Assessment
10 Minutes

Goal-setting reflection opportunity

Advocate for change in our world

Share your project or assessment

What are we learning today?

How can we change our world?

Congratulations!

Review concepts learned from previous
workshops in the five-session series
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How to Use This Guide
Confident Me / 1 Appearance Ideals / Teachers' Guide

Introducing Appearance Ideals
20 Minutes

By the end of this section, students will understand the concept of appearance
ideals and where the pressure to achieve them comes from.

Suggested Time
Allocation
This is the amount of time
generally recommended
for students, to achieve
learning outcomes and
improve body confidence.
This may be adapted to suit
the needs of your class.

Presentation
These are visual
cues and learning
objectives to help
you steer the
workshop and
deliver it effectively.

Presentation

Explain that students are going to explore in more detail the pressures that trying
to match appearance ideals can cause. Divide the class into three groups and
assign one group to time, one group to money and one to emotions.

What
appearance
pressures do
we face?
2

Navigation Icons
These icons
indicate planned
activities for the
classroom, such
as playing a video
or completing a
worksheet.

Notes

Teacher Actions
Desired Responses

Money, Time,
Emotions and Feelings

2

Worksheet

Confident Me / Five-Session Guide / 1 Appearance Ideals

9

Worksheet 2

• What can trying to match appearance ideals cost you?
Examples of negative consequences include:
Time – on hair, makeup, or skin care, extreme exercise, dieting, checking or
comparing your appearance with others, dwelling on negative emotions.
Money – spent on hair products or treatments, skin care, makeup, clothes,
magazines, beauty treatments, gym membership, dieting products or surgery.
Emotions and feelings – frustration, anger, sadness, jealousy, anxiety,
shame, embarrassment, dread, dissatisfaction, unhappiness.
Invite all three groups to share their ideas for time, money, and emotions and
feelings in turn. Which group generated the most ideas?

Confident Me / 1 Appearance Ideals / Worksheet

Name:

2
What can trying to match
appearance ideals cost you?
What can trying to match
appearance ideals cost you?

Confident Me / 1 Appearance Ideals / Worksheet

Name:

What can trying to match appearance ideals cost you in time, money
and emotions? Write your ideas below.

Make a list of students’ ideas. (Worksheet 2)

2

Giving students a fixed, short amount of time for this activity can also help
increase focus.

Time
Time
What can trying to match appearance ideals cost you in time, money
(e.g.,
for school
because
you spent
too much time getting ready)
andlate
emotions?
Write
your ideas
below.

Time
Time
(e.g., late for school because spent too much time styling hair)

Money
Money
(e.g., paying for gym membership and transport to and from the gym)

Money
Money
(e.g., buying all the latest must-have products)

Worksheets

Emotions and feelings

Emotions and feelings
(e.g., feeling down)

Emotions and feelings

Emotions and feelings
(e.g., not feeling good enough)

What’s the result
of spending all this
time, money and
emotion trying to match
appearance ideals?
What’s the result
of spending all this
time, money and
emotion trying to match
appearance ideals?

dove.com/selfesteem

dove.com/selfesteem

Teacher Actions
Bullet points highlight important
questions to ask students to ensure
key concepts are addressed with
optimum impact on body confidence.
Text in italics indicates instructions
to help structure workshop activities,
e.g., when you should play films
or use worksheets. You can adapt
these to suit the specific needs of
your class.

Desired Responses
from Students

1

Blue text not only indicates
possible answers to look
for from students, but also
offers ideas for guiding their
responses as they develop
their understanding of key
concepts and improve their
body confidence.

5
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Revisiting Body Confidence
By the end of this section, students will have recalled the key learnings from
the Confident Me five-session program in their own words.

Presentation

Teacher Actions
Desired Responses

Notes

Welcome students to the final workshop of the full five-session program.

me
confident

Explain that this will act as both a review of what they have covered so far
and a starting point for planning future actions.

School Workshops
for Body Confidence

FIVE SESSION

WORKSHOP 5
Be the Change

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change

1

Teacher will welcome students to the final
workshop of the Confident Me program.
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Presentation

Teacher Actions
Desired Responses

Notes

Distribute Worksheet 4 from the Banish Body Talk workshop.

Goal-setting
reflection
opportunity
4
4

Worksheet

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change

2

Students will use what they have learned
in previous workshops to set a personal
goal, thereby committing to an action to
eliminate body talk.

• Review the criteria for creating a SMART goal. Write the acronym on the board
and see if students can name what each letter stands for.
S – specific
M – measurable
A – achievable
R – realistic
T – time
Instruct students to write a one-day SMART goal to reduce or eliminate body
talk. For the goal, come up with three action steps they can take that will help
them reach their goal.
Remind students to be sure that each part of the SMART goal is reflected in
the statement they write.

Worksheet 4

Students can use the summaries on Worksheet 4 to help them in this activity.
Confident Me / 4 Banish Body Talk / Worksheet

Name:

Setting my body talk
SMART goal
Write a one-day SMART goal to decrease or eliminate body talk for
yourself or others.

Tell three action steps you will take to meet your goal.

Help capture students’ ideas by repeating or listing them.

4

Students can capture their notes in whatever way best helps them recall the
workshop. For example, some students might find it easier to use images or
mind maps.

SMART checker:

S

Explain how your goal is specific

M

Explain how you know your goal is measurable

A
R
T

(clear)

(met)

Explain how your goal is attainable
(within reach)

Encourage students to congratulate one another on their recall – applause
can help!

Explain how your goal is realistic
(with effort but possible)

Explain the time conditions of your goal
(when)
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Presentation

Teacher Actions
Desired Responses

Notes

Briefly explain the areas of focus for today’s workshop.
Also briefly remind students of the workshop group agreements to help
create a supportive, nonjudgmental environment.

Valuing other qualities

What are we
learning today?

Advocacy project

Celebration
Workshop Group Agreements
Respect differences
Right to pass
Keep it confidential
Please contribute

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change

3

Students will understand that today’s
lesson will focus on creating a plan for
sharing what they’ve learned throughout
the Confident Me workshops with their
wider community.
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Presentation

Teacher Actions
Desired Responses

Notes

Have students stand up and turn to Worksheet 1.
Explain that this activity allows students to test their knowledge gain on the
content within this program.

Find someone who...

They are to stand up, bring a pen or pencil with them, and move around the room
to see who can answer the questions or statements in the boxes.

1
1

Worksheet

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change

Students will test their knowledge
gained from participating in the
Confident Me program.

4

Students may sign two of their own boxes and another student can sign two of
their boxes, but no more. Adapt if you have a smaller class.
Remind students you will be testing their knowledge afterward with the person
who signed that box, so they can’t just sign any box unless they truly know
the answer.

Worksheet 1

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change / Worksheet

Name:

Find someone who...

1

Move around the room and have your classmates write his or her name in a box
if he or she is able to answer the statement or question. You are allowed to sign
your own paper twice and have another person sign your paper in two squares,
but no more.

Can list two ways
people’s images are
changed in media
to create unrealistic
appearance ideals.

Complimented
someone without
mentioning
appearance.

Can explain what
appearance
ideals are.

Can name one
way to challenge
appearance ideals.

Can name an internal
influence that helps
overcome unhealthy
appearance ideals.

Has a special talent.

Can list three
common appearance
ideals promoted in
the media.

Can explain
the whirlpool
of comparisons
concept.

Wants to spend less
money on trying to
achieve appearance
ideals.

Can tell one
way to confront
comparisons.

Has an interesting
hobby.

Has taken action to
help stop someone
from making an
appearance-based
comparison.

Can name three
qualities in others
they think are more
important than
appearance.

Can give two
negative
consequences of
trying to match
appearance ideals.

Has done something
they are proud of.

Can explain
a negative
consequence of
making appearancebased comparisons.

Can list three
external influences
on appearance ideals.

Can name three
qualities that make
him or her unique.

Can name the five
parts to a SMART
goal.

Has seen an example
of unrealistic
appearance ideals
on social media.

Has met his or her
goal to reduce or
eliminate body talk.

Can name two things
the person holding
this paper is good at.

Can name two places
where appearance
ideals come from.

Can give examples
for both a positive
and negative internal
influence on body
image.

Spends less time
than before trying to
achieve appearance
ideals.
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Body Confidence Champions
25 Minutes

By the end of this section, students will have made a commitment to act as a
Body Confidence Champion and to advocate change for themselves.

Presentation

Teacher Actions
Desired Responses

Notes

Use this time to work and complete the project described in Worksheet 2.

4 performanceassessment
opportunities

2

1

Letter to advertiser

2

Powtoon presentation

3

Rap, song or poem

4

Policy revision

2

Worksheet

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change

5

Students will choose one final project
from the options detailed on Worksheet
2 and work on it during class time.

Worksheet 2
Confident Me / 5 Be the Change / Worksheet

Name:

End-of-program
performance assessment
End-of-program
performance assessment 2
End-of-program
performance assessment

2

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change / Worksheet

Name:

2

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change / Worksheet
Select ONE of the following final projects to complete around body confidence
that demonstrates your knowledge and skill development about analyzing
influences, interpersonal communication and advocacy.

Name:

Policy

Letter

Find a commercial or advertisement in a magazine, on television or on social
Review your school’s policies in the student handbook around body confidence,
media that focuses on appearance. Write a letter to the magazine, advertiser or
body image, bullying and harassment. See if there is any language that includes
company. Explain how its advertisement impacts you and your friends to have
creating
a safe learning environment for all students and staff that avoids body
Rap, Song
or Poem
unrealistic appearance ideals.
talk and addresses the concepts you’ve learned in this program. Highlight any
sections that do.
• You
will beperformer,
scored based
Analyzing
Influences
and to
Advocacy Rubrics.
You are a well-known
rapper,
poeton
orthe
singer
who has
been asked
promote the importance of positive self-image and the harmful effects of body
Write at least eight ideas that suggest additional language that could be included
talk to middle school
students.
Create a rap, song or poem that includes the
Powtoon
in your school
policypresentation
related to topics such as:
following concepts or skills:
You are a middle school teacher who is teaching your students the importance

of positive
and theSMART
harmfulgoal,
effects
of body talk.
Create a one-minute
• Defines1the following
terms:self-image
body confidence,
professional
media,
5

How to create
a Powtoon
presentation:
https://powtoon.com/
blog/11-ways-to-use-

Weight

Topics to teach in

Workshop group agreement

who may have low body
can

Powtoon
includes
the following
concepts
or skills:
personal and social
media,presentation
appearance that
ideals,
appearance
pressures
and
powtoon-in-your-classroom
different classes
manipulation of media.
• Defines the following terms: body confidence, SMART goal, professional media,
body
2 Comparing
personal and
socialtypes
media, appearance ideals, appearance pressures and
• Includes three suggestions on how middle school students can take action to
manipulation of media.
6 How to support students
lessen the impact of the negative influences.

3

• Includes three suggestions for how middle school students can take action to
• Exhibits strong awareness of the target audience (background, perspective,

lessen
the impact
of negative
examples
(where they
interests) with
word
choices,
tone, examples,
etc.,influences.
that are well suited confidence
for middle
school students.
go to get support)
• Exhibits strong awareness of the target audience (background, perspective,
4 Student
terms
descriptions
interests)
with and
word choices,
tone, examples, etc., that are well suited for middle
students.
that school
should
be avoided by
Please video record yourself performing your rap, song or poem.
Your
presentation
will be scored
using the
following
Your product
willPowtoon
be scored
using the following
performance
checklist:
teachers
performance checklist:
Criteria

Yes/No
Criteria
You will be scored using the following performance checklist:

I defined each of the following terms: body confidence, SMART goal,
I defined
each
of the
following
terms:ideals,
body confidence, SMART goal,
professional media, personal
and
social
media,
appearance
media,
appearance pressuresprofessional
and manipulation
ofpersonal
media. and social media, appearance ideals,
Criteria appearance pressures and manipulation of media.

Yes/No

Yes/No

I included at least three suggestions on how middle school students can
take action
to lessen
the
impact
of areas
negative
influences.
I have
highlighted
all the
within
our studenton
policy
that students can
I included
at
least
three
suggestions
howhandbook
middle school
include language
that promotes
confidence
or minimizes
negative
take action
to lessenbody
the impact
of negative
influences.
influences.
If there
are none,
share
that.
I have exhibited
strong
awareness
of the
target
audience (background,
perspective, interests) with word choices, tone, examples, etc., that are well
I have exhibited strong awareness of the target audience (background,
suited forI middle
school
have listed
at students.
least eightinterests)
suggestions
language
that
could
be included
perspective,
withfor
word
choices,
tone,
examples,
etc., that are well
in our student
policy
These
suggestions promote positive
suited
forhandbook.
middle school
students.
body confidence and minimize negative influences, body talk and low
self-esteem.
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Presentation

Teacher Actions
Desired Responses

•• Raise
Raise your
your hand
hand if
if you
you feel
feel inspired
inspired to
to take
take action
action as
as a
a Body
Body Confidence
Confidence Champion
Champion
to
work
together
and
create
a
culture
that
promotes
positive
body
image?
and to work together to create a culture that promotes positive
body
image.
Body
Body Confidence
Confidence Champions
Champions look
look after
after each
each other,
other, they
they value
value the
the whole
whole person,
person,
they
respect
themselves
and
others,
they
support
individuality
and
they respect themselves and others, they support individuality and they
they are
are good
good
role models.
models.
role

Be a good role model

Be a Body
Confidence
Champion

Notes

Value the whole person

Respect yourself

Support individuality

Look after each other

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change

7

Explain that it’s important for students to continue to be a Body Confidence
Champion well into the future and encourage others to do the same.

Students will recall what it means to be
a Body Confidence Champion, and share
some of the actions they have already
completed.
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Closure and Assessment

10 Minutes

By the end of this section, students will have an action plan in place to champion body
confidence in their world and celebrate their ongoing commitment to act as a Body
Confidence Champion.
Across the workshop, students will:
•

Recall the key learnings from the full five-session program in their own words

•

Begin work on a performance assessment gauging their knowledge and skill gains as a
Body Confidence Champion

Presentation

Teacher Actions
Desired Responses

Notes

Congratulate students on the commitment they have demonstrated through their
plans and across the workshops.
Be a good role model

Be a Body
Confidence
Champion

As the Confident Me program draws to a close, explain that it is important for the
class to celebrate their learning and achievements.

Value the whole person

Respect yourself

Support individuality

If you have more time, you could ask students to share something they have
learned, or committed to change, as a result of the workshops.

Look after each other

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change

7

You may want to share certificates with your students.
Students will celebrate their learning
across the five-session program and their
new role as Body Confidence Champions.

Invite students to the front one by one, leading the applause for every student.
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Presentation

Teacher Actions
Desired Responses

Notes

Thank students for their participation in today’s workshop, and draw the fivesession program to a close.
Encourage students to think about and apply their knowledge and
understanding about body confidence, and to champion it in themselves and
others from now on.

Congratulations!
You’ve now completed
Confident Me: School
Workshops for
Body Confidence

Remember to practice being a Body Confidence
Champion every day, and strive to be the best
version of yourself.

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change

9

If possible, offer to stay behind or speak to students at another time about
anything you have covered throughout the full five-session program.
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Extension
Activity
Presentation

Teacher Actions
Desired Responses

Notes

Play one or two of the “Dove: Being the Change” videos.
• What actions did you see young people taking to champion body confidence?

Champion
change in
our world!

• Who were they hoping to inspire with their actions?
• In what ways have these stories inspired you?

PLAY
PLAY

Extension Activity:
Video

Confident Me / 5 Be the Change

10

Students will watch videos showing
different inspirational stories of young
people taking action to champion body
confidence in their communities.

Select the videos you think will be most relevant to your class.
You might also want to share with your class other local or relevant examples of
young people taking action to champion body confidence.
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Congratulations!
By completing the Confident Me: School Workshops for Body Confidence, you have
played a valuable part in helping your students build body confidence and improve their
sense of self-worth. Although under more pressure than ever to match appearance ideals,
the next generation of young people is empowered to create a new social norm. By building
their self-esteem and recognizing a set of values through which people are not reduced
to the value of their looks, youth or weight, students can be free and able to be the best
version of themselves, appreciated for who they are regardless of their appearance, and
empowered to respect and celebrate the diversity they see around them.
FOLLOWING UP:
The Confident Me: School Workshops for Body Confidence often generate great class
discussions that can spread through the school and into the home lives of students and
teachers. More information to support teachers and parents, including further materials
designed to enhance your students’ understanding of the key concepts covered in the full
five-session program, can be found at dove.com/selfesteem.

Adapted from Happy Being Me, with permission and
under license from Susan T. Paxton, Sian A. McLean,
Shanel M. Few and Sarah J. Durkin, 2013.
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